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Let K be a continuum in the plane which does not lie on a line. Then the set of differences, 
K -K, contains an open set. Let I/I be an automorphism of the field of complex numbers which 
is bounded on an F, set of positive inductive dimension. Then $ is continuous. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known from a first course in abstract algebra that any automorphism 
of the field of real numbers is the identity, but that the complex numbers have 2’ 
automorphisms, only two of which, namely the identity and complex conjugation, 
are continuous. In fact, the complex numbers have 2’ automorphisms which are 
bounded on a fixed compact perfect subset of the line. To see this, recall von 
Neumann’s result [ 1 l] that there exists an uncountable analytic subset of the line 
consisting of numbers algebraically independent over the rationals. But a theorem 
of Souslin (see [6]) implies that any uncountable analytic set contains a compact 
perfect set. Hence, there exists a compact perfect subset P of the line consisting of 
numbers algebraically independent over the rationals. Extend P to a transcendence 
basis B for the complexes C over the rationals. C is algebraic over Q(B), and any 
field automorphism of Q(B) therefore can be extended to be a field automorphism 
of C. One constructs automorphisms of Q(B) merely by permuting the elements of 
B around. By choosing automorphisms which permute the elements of P among 
themselves, one obtains in this way 2’ distinct automorphisms of C which leave P 
invariant. Hence, one learns nothing from the fact that an automorphism of C is 
bounded on a compact perfect set. But one may ask if some such condition does 
imply continuity. 
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The genesis of this paper is the following observation: 
Proposition 1.1. Let $ be an automorphism of C which is bounded on a circle or on a 
line segment. Then * is continuous. 
Proof. (lr fixes the rationals. First assume that I,/J is bounded on some circle. By 
using one translation and one dilation, we may suppose that (lr is bounded on T, 
the unit circle about 0. But then + is bounded on T + T = {w + z 1 w and z are in 
T}, which, a simple geometric argument shows, is the closed disk of radius 2 about 
0. Let z lie in the unit disk about 0. The same is true for all the positive powers z” 
of z. Hence, there is some positive constant D so that I$(z”)l =Z D for all n 2 1. Take 
nth roots, let n go to infinity, and conclude that I+(z)1 4 1 for every z in the unit 
disk about 0. Let z, be a sequence in C so that z, + 0. Suppose that I+(z,,)l 2 I > 0, 
where r is rational. Then 2z,/ r + 0 and 1$(2z,,/ r)lz 2. This is a contradiction. Hence, 
(1, is continuous at 0 and so is continuous everywhere. 
Next, if I,!J is bounded on some (closed) line segment, then by using a finite number 
of translations, dilations, and rotations (multiplication by a complex number of 
modulus one), we have that $ is bounded on the unit square S with vertices (0, O), 
(0, l), (1, 0), and (1, 1). A simple geometric argument shows that S+S- S = 
{u + w - z I u, w and z are in S} contains the interior of S. Hence, rl, must be bounded 
on the interior of S. One concludes the proof of this case and Proposition 1.1 just 
as one did the previous case. q 
Having proved this result, one might ask if it still holds if rC, is bounded on a 
curve, or more generally, on a compact connected subset of the plane. The main 
purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.2. Let $ be an automorphism of C which is bounded on an F, subset of 
the plane which has positive inductive dimension. Then $ is continuous. 
This result is proved in Section 3. In order to prove Theorem 1.2, a result on 
planar topology seems to be needed. 
Proposition 1.3. Let K be a continuum in the plane- which does not lie on a line. Then 
the set of diflerences, K - K = {w - z I w and z are in K}, contains an open set. 
This proposition is a fairly easy consequence of the chord theorem and the Baire 
category theorem, but does not seem to have been observed before. To an analyst, 
it is very reminiscent of Steinhaus’ theorem, namely, that if B is a measurable subset 
of a locally compact group with positive Haar measure, then B-’ . B contains a 
neighborhood of the identity. Proposition 1.3 is proved in Section 2. 
Every nontrivial connected subset of the plane has positive dimension. One might 
ask if one can generalize Theorem 1.2 to the case in which + is bounded on a 
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nontrivial connected subset of the plane. This cannot be done. Dieudonne [3], 
modifying a construction of Livenson [8], showed that there is a connected subset 
S of the plane consisting of numbers algebraically independent over Q. He even 
showed that the intersection of S with every disk is connected and dense. As before, 
one can use those elements of S which are in the unit disk about the origin to 
construct 2’ automorphisms of the complex numbers which are bounded on the 
intersection of S with the unit disk about the origin. (See Wieslaw’s book [13, pp. 
143-1451 for a clear expose of this construction.) In passing, one should note that 
one can combine Dieudonne’s construction with the theory of real fields to construct 
a connected, dense, and locally connected subfield F of C so that [C: F] = 2 and 
F is not isomorphic to any subfield of the reals. 
Finally, the real numbers contain no proper subfields of finite codimension, but 
an application of Galois theory shows that there exist subfields of the reals which 
are of countable codimension. A theorem is proved in Section 4 which shows that 
these subfields must be very bizarre. 
2. Proof of Proposition 1.3 
The proof of Proposition 1.3 is a fairly simple consequence of the chord theorem 
and the Baire category theorem. Two lemmas, based on the chord theorem, are 
proved first. 
Lemma 2.1. If K is a planar continuum, then for each point (p, q, r) of K x K x[O, 11, 
there exists a point (x, y, s) of K x K x{r, 1 - r} such that y -x = s(q -p). 
Proof. Let K and (p, q, r) be as hypothesized. Let K, 1 K2 1 K, 2. . * be a nested 
sequence of Peano continua in the plane whose intersection is K. For each natural 
number n, use the chord theorem [12, Theorem 15, p. 161 to pick a point (x,, y,, s,) 
in K,xK,x{r,l-I} such that y,--x,=s,(q-p). The compactness of K,xK,x 
{r, 1 - r} guarantees that the set {(x,, y,, s,)l n 2 1) has a limit point. Any such point 
will serve as the desired triple (x, y, s). This proves Lemma 2.1. 0 
Lemma 2.2. If p and q are distinct points of the planar continuum K, then the set 
K-K={x-yl x and y are in K} contains a nondegenerate segment J parallel to the 
line containing p and q. 
Proof. Let p, q and K be as hypothesized. Let A = {s in [O, 111 s(q -p) =x-y for 
some x and y in K}. A is closed by a compactness argument. If A contains a 
nondegenerate interval 1, then the set {s(q-p)] s in I} will serve as the desired J. 
Hence, if A contains the interval [0, 11, there is nothing further to show. Otherwise, 
the set [0, 11-A is nonempty and open in [0, 11, and therefore contains some 
nondegenerate interval B. In this case, the set { 1 - r 1 r is in B} is an interval contained 
in A by Lemma 2.1. This proves Lemma 2.2. 0 
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The rest of the proof of Proposition 1.3 consists of an application of the Baire 
category theorem. First, find a point p in K for which K -{p} is connected. Such 
a p exists by a theorem of R.L. Moore (see Kuratowski [7, p. 1771). By translation 
if necessary, we may assume that p is the origin. Let A be the image of K -{(O, 0)) 
under the map z+ z/lzl, which takes the nonzero complex numbers continuously 
onto the standard unit circle. This connected set A is a nontrivial subset of the circle 
since K is not contained in a line. Let A’ be a nontrivial closed arc in A. 
Next, choose a countable basis V, (n 3 1) of open intervals for the usual topology 
of the real line. For each n, let A, = {z in A’1 zV,, c K -K}. Each A,, is closed, and 
their union is A’ by Lemma 2.2. The Baire category theorem implies that some A,,, 
say A,,,, contains a nonempty open subarc U of A’. The product U’ V,,, is the desired 
nonempty open subset of K - K. This proves Proposition 1.3. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is a very easy corollary to hard facts in dimension 
theory and to Proposition 1.3. 
Let K be an F, subset of the plane of positive dimension, and let + be an 
automorphism of C which is bounded on K. K is a countable union of closed 
subsets. By the sum theorem [4, 1.3.11, one of these closed subsets must have positive 
dimension. But each closed set is a countable union of compact subsets, and so the 
sum theorem again implies that $ is bounded on some compact subset of the plane 
of positive dimension. But a theorem of Menger implies that a compact subset of 
the plane of positive dimension contains a nontrivial continuum (see [9, p. 2091 or 
[7, Theorem 9, p. 1721). Hence, $ is bounded on a nontrivial continuum in the 
plane. We can assume that K is this continuum. If K lies on a line, then K is a 
nontrivial line segment, and Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 1.1. If K does 
not lie on a line, then (cr is bounded on K -K, which contains an open set, and 
Theorem 1.2 again follows from Proposition 1.1. (Actually, to handle this second 
case, one did not need the full strength of Proposition 1.3, but only Lemma 2.2 plus 
Proposition 1.1.) This proves Theorem 1.2. 0 
Notice that the same techniques from dimension theory used in this proof enable 
one to extend Proposition 1.3 to the case in which K is an F, subset of the plane 
of positive inductive dimension. 
4. Subfields on countable codimension 
The only connection between this section and the other sections is that it deals 
with topological fields. 
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The real numbers contain no proper subfields of finite codimension [l, Satz 41. 
But Bialynicki-Birula [2] has shown, using Galois theory and the theory of topologi- 
cal groups, that there exist subfields of the reals which are of countable codimension. 
The following general theorem shows that these subfields must be quite bizarre: 
Theorem 4.1. Let 0 be a complete separable metric jield, F a subjeld which is an 
analytic set, and suppose that F is of at most countable codimension in R. Then F is 
closed, and some jinite algebraic extension of F is open in R. 
Proof. Let x, = 1, x2, x3,. . be a basis for 0 over F. Fix mzl. Set F,,, = 
Ff Fx,+ Fx,+. ..+Fx,. For each nam+l, set B,=Fx,+,+~~~+Fx,. F,,, is an 
analytic subset of R, for it is the continuous image of F”‘. Similarly, each B, is an 
analytic subset of R. Let B=Unam+, B,, an analytic subset of 0. The mapping 
(x, y) + x + y, F,,, x B + 0, is continuous and one-to-one. This mapping is a Bore1 
isomorphism by Souslin’s theorem, and so F,,, and B are Bore1 subsets of R. B is 
a transversal for the cosets of the quotient space n/F,,,, a quotient of additive abelian 
groups. Hence, 0/F, is countably separated. But then F, is closed [ 10, Theorem 
11. In particular, F is closed. Since R = U, _, F,,,, the Baire category theorem implies 
that some F, is open. If F is countable, then 0 is countable, and so fl is discrete. 
But then F is open. If F is uncountable, then every element of 0 is algebraic over 
F. For if x is transcendental over F, the elements l/(x-a), a in F, are uncountable 
and linearly independent over F. If F,,, is open in 0, then F(x,, . . . , x,) is a finite 
algebraic extension of F which is open in 0. This proves Theorem 4.1. 0 
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